



A. Background of Study
Literary works have two functions, namely entertaining and educating. The
thing that entertaining enriches human understanding of life, additionally to having
the ability to offer satisfaction, pleasure, touch the emotions of readers, and provides
joy or sadness at the tip of the story. Literary works are classified as communication
media, expressed to reveal a thing associated with an issue. The thing that educates
serves to show someone about life, and life experiences where literary works can not
be separated from living reality. So, actually, a unique not only providing
entertainment to readers but also functions as human learning about the values of life
from the characters within the novel. Also, readers can take moral messages from
what's an experienced figure within the novel as an understanding of human life.
Psychological analysis is about analyzing someone's behavior by their
psychological point of view. This research topic is interesting to research because it
analyzes something outside the story itself which is said to the writer's imagination
about the relevance of life. a way to enjoy literature is thru the study of psychological
psychology. in line with Endraswara (2008: 96), the psychology of literature is that
the study of literature that contains works as psychiatric creativity. The author will use
creativity, taste, and intention in his work. Similarly, the reader in responding to the
work also won't be separated from each other's psycho.
Psychoanalysis may be a subject that began round the 1900s by Freud. the idea
of psychoanalysis is said to the function and mental development of humans. This
science could be a a part of psychology that has made a significant contribution and
has been made for human psychology up to now (Minderop, 2013: 11).
Sigmund Freud was born in Freiberg, Moravia, on the 6th of May 1856 which
became the territory of Austria-Hungary. Freud himself was an individual from a
Jewish family. Freud's father was named Jacob Freud, a trader or textile agent. Freud
studied medicine in Vienna and worked in Professor Brücke's laboratory. the
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invention of psychoanalysis has introduced Freud to be an adult in his day.
The term psychoanalysis itself appeared in 1896. psychoanalyst didn't explain his
psychoanalytic theory because the reason from Freud was always changing. In 1923,
in an exceedingly journal in Germany, he explained the meaning of psychoanalysis.
First, the term is employed to denote a look method for psychological processes (such
as dreams) that have to this point been scientifically unreachable. Secondly,
psychoanalysis is additionally used as a way to cure psychological disorders caused
by neurosis patients. Third, the term is employed to point all psychological knowledge
obtained through methods and techniques that are allotted. Psychoanalysis focuses its
attention on one concept, namely the unconscious (Susanto, 2012: 55-57).
If I Stay is a novel by an American writer, Gayle Forman. The novel, which
was first released in 2009, tells the story of the choice between life and death of a girl
published 17 years. Mia has everything: a family that loves her, a lover who adores
her, and a bright future full of music and choices. Then, in an instant, all of it was
taken from him. Trapped between life and death, between a beautiful past and an
uncertain future, Mia faces an important day when she ponders the only decision she
still has. The most important decision he will ever make.
Mia Hall’s so obsessed with Cello that she wants to enter Juilliard, a music
school for aspiring musicians. Mia Hall’s received remommendation and guidance
from a Professor her father knew. He had to go throgh long taining to pass the
audition at Juilliard. Juilliard provides scholarships for prospective students there.
Mom, Dad and Teddy are very supportive of Mia’s efforts to advance in a field that
she loves. Unfortunately, if Mia graduated, it means that she will be separated for a
long time with Adam, her boyfriend who is also a band musician. Adam and Mia,
who fell in love with music, even though their music flow was different. Adam loves
rock, and Mia Succeeds in classical music. They don’t live their love life smoothly.
There are many problems during the two of them fall in love with each other. It turns
out that love is still complicated, both for Mia and Adam. They argued when Mia
decided to focus on teh Juilliard audition, while Adam didn’t want Mia to be away
from him.
There is Kim who is Mia’s best friend at school. Early in school they did a lot
of mischief. One cold morning, Mia and her family had a bad accident. Mom, Dad
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and Teddy died, while Mia was dying. Her brain was bruised and her lungs were
leaking. When Mia wa admitted to the ICU of a hospital in Portland, Kim came with
Adam. To see Mia’s condition, Adam uses brutal means to enter the room where Mia
is being treated. Gran and Gramps. Mia’s grandmother and grandfather, came to visit.
Gramps always talks continuously to Mia to keep her condition stable. A comatose
patient is between life and death, which means he has to make decision whether to
stay or leave. When they saw Gramps, Kim and Adam cisited and chatted with Mia.
At the point where Gramps lets Mia go, that’s where Mia’s spirit actually feels relief.
Because the people who were left behind in the world actually allowed him to go,
even if that was Mia’s choice. Many of us have seen people in critical condition like
that. When the family has given up, that’s the moment they have been waiting for.
(Gayle, Forman.If I Stay. The New York Times, Bestseller. Books).
If I Stay also shows the other side of a musician husband’s mother. Despite
falling apart at the beginning of the marriage, Mom and Dad go through life changes
as Mia and Teddy fill their days, as children. The presence of the two children made
Dad want to change his lifestyle from being a member of a rock bank to becoming a
teacher. Even Dad took his master’s so he could get a decent job.
This novel invites us to imagine quickly and precisely, feel how hit Mia and
also feel how beautiful the love story of Mia and Adam. The memories that Mia
remembers again makes him very confused, whether he can resume his life without all
that, Father, Mother, and Teddy. If he is, then Adam is Mia's only hope for the next
life.
Forman won the NAIBA Book of the Year Awards (2009) and the Indie
Choice Honor Award winner (2010) for his novel entitled "If I Stay". The novel "If I
Stay" has also been filmed. The film, starring Chloë Moretz, was released in the
United States on August 22, 2014.
Frustation comes from the Latin “frustratio”, is a feeling of disappointment or
annoyance because it is not achieved in achieving a goals. Frustation can also be
interpreted as a condition that is impeded in achieving a goal ( Markam,2003).
Frustation is an unpleasant state of tension, filled with a feeling of heightened nervous
activity caused by obstacles and problems.
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Frustation can come from within (internal) or from within (external) who
experienced it. Internal sources include personal trust or fear of social conditions that
hinder the achievement of goals. Barriers of frustation when a condition has multiple
goals that interfere with each other. External cause of frustation include a condition
outside of the erson, such as a traffic jam, having no money or not finding a soulmate .
in terms of problems, there are several kinds of problem that are usually faced by a
condition such as: physical problems, social problems and personal problems.
In this novel tells how frustated and sadnees Mia Hall’s is after knowing that
she has lost her mother and fatrher, at that time teddy is still in crisis and Mia’s spirit
is excited to wakeup again, and accompany his younger brother, but it didn’nt last
long, teddy who was in crisis finally died, Mia Hall’s was so devastated that she
finally wanted to give up on her defense. Then adam’s came and told mia and begged
mia to say and live again for him. And finally Mia Hall’s ha a reason to stay alive,
which is to live with Adam’s.
Characteristics consult with a personality's character and lifestyle moreover as
values develop regularly in order that behavior becomes consistent and
straightforward to concentrate to. Characteristics are expressed by how characters
answer conflict through conversation and captions. Figure or character is that the form
or type of the character itself. Characters are often static, show a small change or
dynamic, which is significantly influenced by the narrative. Thus, the character has
the ability to dominate the full the story. Gyle Forman gives the title If I Stay to create
the reader wonder about what's going to happen in Mia's next life if she decides to
remain and survive, whether his life will return to normal like before or contrariwise
he must suffer from everything that happens to him at that point, and during this study,
the author wanted to debate more about the characters the most one is Mia Hall. If I
Stay may be a novel by Gayle Forman published within the year 2009 and is that the
third of the eight novels he wrote.
Character refers to 2 things, namely the shape of form and nature or
characteristics someone. The characters and actions of the characters within the novel
both have yang elements very important. within the novel If I Stay, there are several
characters, namely, Mia Hall as the main characters, Adam Wilde (Mia's girlfriend),
Kat Hall and Denny Hall (Mia's parents), Teddy (Mia's sister), Kim Schein, Gran and
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Gramps, Willow, Liz, and Fitzy. Mia as a personality main can influence the reader to
enter into his life and feel what he feels by shedding tears. this is often a story very
emotional. This novel is simultaneously tragic but hopeful, romantic, thrilling, and
ends with a joyous story about memories, music, life, and love.
B. Problem Statement
Based on the background of the problem above, the authors formulated the
problem as follows
1. How does Mia Hall's show feelings frustation and sadness in the novel If I Stay by
Gayle Forman?
2. What are the personalities of Mia Hall’s in the novel If I Stay by Gayle Forman?
C. Objectives of the Study
In relation to the problems mentioned above, the objectives of this study are
aimed at finding out
1. To identify the method of characterization and the type of character by the author
to describe the main character itself in this book.
2. To explain the main character, especially its psychological dimension, to analyze
his behavior/personality in general.
3. To analyze and explain the relationship between the theory of developing
psychological needs of the main character in psychological conditions using Sigmund
Freud's theory.
D. Benefit of the study
1. Theoretical Benefit The1. oretical Benefit
Theoretically, the researcher expects this study will contribute to the
development of knowledge in the literary theory that is related to the main
character in the novel. The researcher also hopes that the research can serve as
a reference study for English department student in university muhammadiyah
of Surakarta For those who have wanted to study life through literature, the
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researcher expects this research will give an insight into the struggle of life
especially about Mia’s struggle to stay alive.
2. Practical Benefit 2. Practical Benefit
This research is useful for the researcher to widen the knowledge and
experience in writing and understanding the reader response analysis, in the
process of conducting the research on novel If I Stay by Gayle Forman.
E. Research Paper Organization
The organization of the study is explained in order the reader can
understand the content of the paper easier. The organization are Chapter I is
introduction, which contains background of the study, problem of the study,
objective of the study, the benefit of the study, and research paper organization.
Chapter II is literature review. This chapter deals some theory that the researcher
used to make this research. Those are : Underlying Study, Previous study, and
theoretical framework. Chapter III is research method. Those are : Type of the
study, object of the study, type of data & the data source and technique of data
collecting.
